Friday, November 14th
Workshop: "Consciousness, Externalism and Causation"

09.30 - 10.30 Peter Carruthers: Why the question of animal consciousness doesn’t matter very much
10.35 - 11.35 Andreas Bartels: Cognitive abilities, dispositions and powers
11.35 - 12.00 Coffee Break
12.00 - 13.00 Graduate Presentations:
   Michael Sollberger: The misleading nature of perceptual consciousness
   Alexander Reutlinger: Actual causation in the special sciences
13.00 - 14.00 Lunch break
14.00 - 15.00 Andreas Esfeld: The causal theory of properties, qualia and mental causation
15.00 - 16.30 Markus Schrenk: Stimulus necessity
16.30 - 17.30 Albert Newen & Gottfried Vosgerau: Content, consciousness and mental causation
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Monday, November 10th
11.30 - 13.15 José L. Bermúdez: Utility and understandings
15.15 - 17.15 José L. Bermúdez: Rational choice over time

Tuesday, November 11th
10.15 - 12.15 José L. Bermúdez: Rationality – Crossing the fault lines
14.15 - 17.30 Graduate Presentations

Public Lecture (in Room HGA 20) :
18.15 - 20.00 José L. Bermúdez: Rationality without words

Wednesday, November 12th
10.15 - 12.15 Peter Carruthers: The case for massively modular models of mind
15.15 - 17.00 Peter Carruthers: An architecture for dual systems of reasoning
17.00 - 17.45 Albert Newen: EU-Grants for PostDocs

Thursday, November 13th
10.15 - 12.15 Peter Carruthers: Against introspection for propositional attitudes
14.15 - 18.30 Graduate presentations

Friday, November 14
9.30 – 17.45 Workshop "Consciousness, Externalism and Causation"
Speakers: Andreas Bartels (Bonn), Peter Carruthers (USA), Michael Esfeld (Lausanne), Albert Newen (Bochum), Markus Schrenk (Nottingham/Oxford), Gottfried Vosgerau (Bochum) and two graduate presentations (Michael Sollberger and Alexander Reutlinger)

Graduate Presentations

Tuesday, November 11th
14.00 - 14.40 Jane Suilin Lavelle: Can we directly perceive intention in behavior?
14.40 - 15.20 Ramiro Glauer: Explaining behavior with ascriptions of representations
15.20 - 15.50 Coffee break
15.50 - 16.30 Dorette van der Tholen: No Title
16.30 - 17.10 Monika Dullstein: The logical form of singular causal statements

Thursday, November 13th
14.15 - 14.55 Akiko Frischhut: The ontology of experiences
14.55 - 15.35 Miguel Angel Sebastian: Recursive model of consciousness
15.35 - 16.05 Coffee break
16.05 - 16.45 Madhu Mangal Chaturvedi: Consciousness, subjectivity and self-consciousness
16.45 - 17.25 Stefan Roski: Identity and cognitive significance
17.25 - 17.45 Coffee break
17.45 - 18.25 Marion Godman: The empty doctrine of eliminativism (or eliminating eliminativism)